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New York Palace Hotel, New York
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the top 14 FLoors oF the 55-story new  
york palace hotel are home to a spectacular 
manhattan private hotel experience. in a world 
where “intimate” is increasingly employed as 
a euphemism for “small” and “remote,” the 
towers at the new york palace hotel reclaims 
the true definition of the word with an opulent 
collection of spacious, yet discrete, suites where 
guests enjoy the highest level of close personal 
attention and warmth.

towers guests arrive through a separate 
lobby, offering private registration, an exclu-
sive concierge team, and high-speed elevators. 
towers accommodations range in size from 
large to palatial and offer the highest level of 

personalized service from a dedicated maitre 
d’etage. the smallest room is 400 square feet, 
and the most spacious offerings – the four 
triplex suites – each measure in excess of 5,000 
square feet. crowning the building on floors 53 
through 55, the triplex suites were designed by 
pierre court in his timeless nautical art deco 
style that is enriched by a beautiful marriage 
between the architectural layout and the unpar-
alleled views from the penthouse spaces. 

For guests seeking ultimate privacy and a 
world-class view while keeping fit, the towers 
introduced the workout suite. this 1,400 square-
foot, one-bedroom corner suite comes complete 
with a small private gym overlooking rockefeller 

center and the west side of manhattan. the 
workout suite gym features a treadmill, an ex-
ercise cycle, and free weights. in-suite personal 
training sessions can be scheduled through the 
palace Fitness center & spa. other signature 
accommodations include the royal suite and 
a generous selection of one-bedroom corner 
suites and junior suites.

with fewer than 200 accommodations, a 
rich array of amenities, and the highest levels 
of personal service, the towers section of the 
legendary 893-room palace hotel on the corner 
of 50th street and madison avenue is appreci-
ated throughout the world as one of the crown 
jewels of midtown manhattan.•

The courtyard of the New York Palace (top left); 53 floors above 
the courtyard in a Towers suite (bottom left); the evening view of 
Manhattan from the Towers (top right); a sunlit morning in the 
Towers (bottom right)


